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Executive Summary
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This reports provides a short update and summary for members in respect 
of the properties of Warwick Mill and London House. 

Warwick Mill and London House are both privately owned by the same 
company.  It is important to note that responsibility for the safety and on-
going maintenance of those buildings rests with the property owner. 

Where serious incidents and issues have been reported, the council has 
acted quickly to set out the steps the land owner has to take or alternatively 
taken action directly using our enforcement powers and resources in urgent 
cases. 

The council has also been proactive in its efforts to engage with the owner 
to promote discussions about the future of the site.  The Council continues 
to notify the owner of potential sources of regeneration funding which may 
assist in bringing forward proposals for the re-use and/or redevelopment of 
these sites.  

Recommendation

2. Members note the contents of the report and request that a further report is 
presented with another update on the situation in six months’ time. 

Reason for Recommendation

3. Members have requested an update on matters relating to Warwick Mill. 

Key Points for Consideration

4. Warwick Mill is a large vacant Grade 2 listed mill building in Middleton town 
centre.  It is privately owned by a company called LED Emporium (UK) Ltd 
whilst day to day dealings are with another company called G-Suite. 
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Over recent years the council has supported plans and issued planning 
permissions for a residential conversion and, most recently, proposals for an 
international trade centre.  
Unfortunately, none of these permissions have ever been implemented and 
so the building  remains vacant. 

Adjacent to Warwick Mill is another, more modern, building known as 
London House which is also vacant and in a dilapidated state.  
 
During this time, the council has been extremely pro-active in maintaining 
dialogue with G-Suite.  Various meetings have taken place to provide advice 
and guidance, seek external funding and emphasise our support in respect 
of securing the conversion of Warwick Mill and redevelopment of London 
House.  

Despite these efforts, the building has remained vacant with the result that 
there have been numerous incidents over the last 12-18 months that have 
been reported to the council and police.  These have included issues of 
unauthorised access, anti-social behaviour and tipping of waste.  

This short reports sets out a summary of those issues and what action the 
council has taken to tackle some of these issues.

Concerns relating to the unsecure building

Since the start of this year, the council has received a number of reports 
from residents about incidents of people entering both Warwick Mill and 
London House.  This has included people ‘squatting’ in London House, a 
report of teenagers allegedly attending a ‘sleep over’ party, ‘urban explorers’ 
and general incidents of vandalism and anti-social behaviour. 

The council has taken steps to tackle these issues which have required 
considerable resources to investigate and deal with each incident.  These 
incidents are the latest in a long line of security breaches, including a fire 
being started  inside Warwick Mill last year. 

Over the last 12-18 months, the council has been forced to take various 
forms of action to address these issues.  Steps taken include:

Contacting the building owner to alert them to the reports and to remind 
them of their legal obligations as building owner whilst also setting what 
action needs to be taken.  

Unfortunately, in numerous instances, the council has been forced to take 
direct action to secure the building.  This has entailed visiting the site, 
assess what action is required, serving any relevant legal notices and then 
appointing contractors directly, and at the Council’s expense, to ensure that 
windows and doors are secured quickly and effectively.  Efforts are then 
made to recover the costs from the property owner. 
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Officers have also engaged in dialogue with the owners in order to demand 
that site security is bolstered and improved and more pro-actively monitored 
and managed by G-suite.  This has resulted in new CCTV cameras being 
installed and a new security company being appointed (most recently, Blue 
Grain Security).
 
Concerns relating tipping of waste tipping

Around six months ago, the council received a number of complaints about 
tipping of waste inside the perimeter of Warwick Mill.  

In that instance the council contacted G-Suite and asked them to remove 
the waste as a matter of urgency reminding them it was the property owner’s 
responsibility.  

The council also reported the matter to the Environment Agency who have 
separate enforcement powers. 

Condition of the Listed Building

As set out above, Warwick Mill is Grade 2 listed.  At present there are 
numerous windows in the building that have been smashed leaving the 
building open to the elements.  

Whilst the council has powers to require urgent works to be undertaken to 
protect the listed building, it is a rarely used power given the effect of the 
notice will be upon expiry the Council will intervene to immediately carry out 
the required works.  As such, there are costs implications for the council if 
the notice is not complied with by the land owner.  In this instance, the costs 
of works would be considerable and the council does not have the resources 
to undertake them whilst there is limited  funding available from heritage 
bodies for such extreme action. 
 
Furthermore, whilst the building remains vacant, there would be little point 
repairing and replacing windows at significant cost given the high likelihood 
that they would be smashed again in the absence of a new occupier.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. Not applicable. 

Risk and Policy Implications

6. Responsibility for the safety and security of the building rests with the land 
owner.  The council has, and continues to, alert the land owner to their 
responsibilities and the need to take action where circumstances require.   
In other instances, and where appropriate, the council has taken direct 
enforcement action and will continue to do so where necessary and 
appropriate. 



The risks associated with an incident are assessed at the time and 
appropriate and proportionate action taken.  This will continue to be the 
case in accordance with current legislation.

Consultation

7. Not Applicable.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. Not Applicable

For Further Information Contact: Mark Robinson, , 
mark.robinson@rochdale.gov.uk


